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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and A a finite abelian group, on which G acts from 
the right: (a, g) ++ as (u E A, g E G). A(G, @-set S is a finite set, on which 
the semidirect product G x A acts bv permutations from the left, such that 
A C G >: A acts freely. (We assume-A and G to be imbedded in G x c-l, 
thusaog=gcag.) 
For two (G, A)-sets S and Y define S + Y to be the disjoint union of S 
and Y with the obvious G x A-action and define 5’ aA Y to be the set of 
A-orbits in the Cartesian product S x Y with respect to the A-action 
n(s, y) = (us, a-ly)(a E A, s E s, y  E Y) 
together with the well defined) G x 8-action on S OA Y: 
(g E G, a, s, y  as before, s @ y  the d-orbit of (s, y) E S x Y with respect 
to the above A-action.) 
It is easy to see, that A acts freely on S + Y and S aA Y as it does on 
S and Y. 
Moreover-up to isomorphisml-+ and @ are commutative and associa- 
tive and @.., is distributive with respect to +. Therefore the set of iso- 
morphism classes of (G, A)-sets forms a commutative semiring. We write 
Q(G, A) for the associated Grothendieck ring: the ring of monomial repre- 
sentations of G with coefficients in A. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the ring theoretic structure of 
Q(G, /l), especially its prime ideal spectrum. 
1 Of course (G, &-sets form a category, especially isomorphisms of (G, Af-sets 
are well defined! 
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In later papers we will apply these results to the study of complex, modular 
and integral grouprepresentations. Let R be a commutative ring on which G 
acts on from the right by ring automorphisms: (r, g) ++ +(r E R, g E G). 
Form the twisted group ring RG = (xSEG gr, 1 g E G, rg E R} with r 0 g = g o rg 
and consider finitely generated right RG-modules M, N,... . I f  A 2 RX is 
a finite subgroup of the multiplicative group of units in R, which is stable 
under G, we can also consider (G, A)-sets S, T,... . For any such (G, A)-set S 
the set Horn, (S, R) of A-equivariant maps of S into R is in a natural way 
a right RG-module: because A acts freely on S, it is obviously a free R-module 
of rank the number of A-orbits in S. The action of G on Horn, (S, R) is given 
by: g E G, f~ Horn, (S, R) --t (fg)(s) = (f(gs))g. One checks easily, that fg 
is A-equivariant as f  is and that this indeed defines a right action of the 
twisted group ring RG on Horn, (S, R). 
Remark. Of course in most cases the action of G on R will be trivial. 
But the point in considering twisted group rings is not just generality: I f  K is 
a field, $ a finite group of automorphisms of K with L = Kg the corre- 
sponding fixed subfield, then by a well known argument (cf. e.g. [7] or [S]) 
there is a l-l-correspondence between modules over the usual group ring LG 
and the twisted group ring K($ x G). Thus if we want to use (G, A)-sets 
for the study of group representations over a field L, which does not contain 
enough roots of unity, we can first adjoin to L a big enough group A 
of roots of unity to get K = L[A] with $ = Gal(K: L) and then study 
(G x 3, A)-sets (G acts trivial, $ natural on ,4). 
We can now form the various Grothendieck rings of RG-modules, let X 
be one of them. Then the above construction: SE+ Horn, (S, R) yields 
a homomorphism O(G, -4) -+ X. While studying this homomorphism and 
using the results, derived in this note, we will be able 
(1) to give a rather unified and natural treatment of the various 
(Artin-, Brauer-, Bermann-, Witt-) induction theorems for group representa- 
tions over fields (or arbitrary characteristic) and the related topics: Schur- 
index, Spec (X), number of nonisomorphic KG-modules, etc., and 
(2) to prove corresponding results for integral representations over 
arbitrary rings R (cf. [4]). 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF Q(G, 4) 
2.1 Any (G, A)-set is a disjoint union of its G x A-transitive subsets, 
i.e. of its G x A-stable subsets, on which G x A acts transitively. 
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Moreover two (G, A)-sets S and Y are isomorphic, if and only if for any 
transitive (G, A)-set T the number S, , resp Y, of G x A-transitive subsets 
of S, resp. Y, which are isomorphic to T, is the same. 
Therefore if 9 is a complete system of nonisomorphic, G x A-transitive 
(6, &sets and if we identify any T E F with the element, it represents in 
SZ(G, A), we have 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) 9 is a free B-basis of L&G, A). 
(b) two (6, A)-sets are isomorphic if and only if they represent the same 
element in Q(G, A). 
2.2 Some notations: For U < G we write for short A(U) instead of 
W(U, A). I f  1;: < V < G we have a restriction map: 
For a (6, A)-set S write S for the set of A-orbits in S. S is in a natural 
way a G-set. For s E S consider the stabilizer group (G x L4)s = 
{(g, a) E G x 9 [ g . a . s = s>. If  s = As E S is the A-orbit, containing s, 
then the projection G x A + G maps (G x A), onto G, . Moreover because 
A acts freely on S, we have (G x L4)s n A = (l}, thus the map: (G x A)s --j G, 
is an isomorphism, (G x A)* is a complement of 9 in G, x A and so it 
represents an element in A(Gs) = Hi(G, , A). 
For s, s’ E s we have s’ = as for some a E A, thus a(G x A), a-l = 
(G x A),, . Therefore the element in A(Gs) represented by (G x A)s 
depends only on S, not on s E S. We write rpr for this element. 
On the other hand, if U < G and g, E A(U), then there exists one and 
only one (G x A)-transitive (G, A)-set T E 9 with a f  E T, such that 
G, = 7J and vr = F. Because if v  is a complement of A in U x A, repre- 
senting v, then the coset G x A/v is such a (G, J-set and any T E .F as 
above has to be isomorphic to this set. We write then T = T(U, q) and Pn 
for the subset of those T E .F, which are of the form T(U, q) for some 
q2 E A(U). 
For any U < G andg E G there is an induced map A(g): A(U) + A(gQ-I): 
conjugation with g on the complements of A in U x A, which represent 
the elements in A(U), resp. A(gUg-l). 
We have A(gh) = A(g) A(h) and for u E U we have A(u) = IdA(L7) : A(U) - 
A(U). Thus we have a natural action of N(U) = NG( U)j U on A(U) and for 
IJI E A(U) the stabilizer group N(U), = {gU j A(g)v = cp> is well defined. 
For g = gU E No( U)/U we write also A(g) instead of A(g): A(U) -+ A(U). 
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A(g) commutes with restriction, i.e. for U < J,’ the diagram 
res A ( V) ____f A(U) 
1 AC&Y) 1 A(&?) 
Lqgvg-1) res A(gug-1) 
(1) 
is commutative. 
2.3 We state some properties of the elements qua. So let S be again 
a (G, A)-set and s E S, g E G. Then 
4.d F&f = PC/f (2) 
because gG,g-l = G,, and g(G x A),g-l = (G x A),s. 
Especially we have: 
T( U, p) = T( U’, v’) * there etists 
g E G with gUg-1 = u’, A(g) = #. 
Now let Y be another (G, /Q-set. Then obviously: 
S&Y=Sx I’, 
(3) 
(4 
andifs@Ay=S~yESx V,then: 
G s @A?, = G,n Gy (5) 
To prove (6) we represent vi (and vY) by a specially chosen I-cocycle: pick 
s E S,Y ~9. For anyg E G,-there exists a unique v,(g) E A withg o ps(g) o s = s. 
We have (G x /& = {gqs(g) 1 g E Gs) and ‘ps : G,-+ A represents 
‘ps E A(G,). We also have ~~ : GY ---f A, representing qY . For 
s@,yEs@,~y =s xjj 
and g E G,- n GY we have then 
b’s(g) %/k>)(s @A Y) = k%(ds> @A k’?%(d~~) = s @A Y 
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2.4 The above results allow us to construct for any G < G an homo- 
morphism from Q(G, A) into the integral group ring Z[A(C)]: for any 
(G, A)-set S and any s E SL’ = {S j U < G,-} we have a well defined element 
VBIU = 
Define 
We have obviously. 
whereas 
follows from 2.3, (6) and the fact S @A YU = SL’ x Ho. 
(7) and (8) implies, that #U extends uniquely to a ring homomorphism 
& : Q(G, A) --i, Z[A( U)]. 
For g E G we have g(S”) = Sg”g-l and for 3 E SU we have by 2.2, (I), 
and 2.3, (2): 
4d(&) = FgFlg[;g-’ ~ (9) 
Therefore if we still write A(g) for the map Z[A(U)] -+ Z[A(gUg-r)] 
induced by A(g): A(U) ---f A(gUg-l), we have: 
Especially for g E K:,(U) we have A(g) Jlr: = #Cc , thus 
cjLr(Q(G, A)) C Z!![d( U)INfL”> (11) 
the invariant subring of Z[A( U)] for th e natural action of N(U) = Iv,(U)/ U 
on Z[A(U>]. 
2.5 We now want to prove, that the product map: 
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is injective, i.e. two (G, A)-sets are isomorphic once they have the same 
“character”, interpreting the image of a (G, 8)-set S under &<o +” as 
some sort of character of a (G, A)-set. To do this, we proceed a little more 
generally. 
Let V be a family of subgroups of G, such that V contains with a subgroup 
U any subgroup V, which is conjugate in G to a subgroup of U. 
Write Q(G, A, 9’) for the linear span of those (G, J-sets S, for which 
G, E Y” for all 5 E S. 2.3, (5), implies, that Q(G, A, 9’) is an ideal in 52(G, il). 
Also 
Q(G,A,Y-) = (T(U,~Z+E.F~ UE”~/‘? = (TE&/ UEY). (12) 
Now let P be any commutative ring with identity and write QP(G, A) for 
P Oz Qn(G 4 #U,P for I& @ z,!J~ : QP(G, A) 4 P @ Z[A( U)] = P[A( U)], 
Q,,(G, A, Y) for P @ D(G, -4, Y) C SZ,(G, A). 
Then we have: 
THEOREM 1. Assume 1 G 1 (the ord~v of the group G) is xot a zero divisor 
in P, then 
especially 
is injective. 
Pro@. Assume S is a (G, A)-set with G, E Yr for all 5 E S. Then Sv = % 
for P’$ “Y, thus I/~(S) = 0 and 
for any ring P. 
For the converse, assume CTEF X,.T E nv6yr Ke #U,P (X, E P). We have to 
show, that X, f  0 for some T E YU implies U E ‘Y. 
So assume Xr, f  0 for some TO E FU with U 6 -tr and assume further, that 
U < G is chosen maximal with respect to this condition. 
Then $LI,P(XTT) f  0 only if T E 9$ , because #n(T) f  0 implies Tr’ f  @, 
thus T E Z$ for some V > U and X, f  0 together with the choice of U 
implies then V = U. 
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But for T = T( U, p) E &, we have T” = (G/L/‘)” = N,(U);U and for 
i =gU = 9.s TLr = N,(U)/U we have 
FE = 4% = 43?3 
thus 
where $ - g, of course means, that Z/J = A(g)9 for some g E N(U) = No(U)/ Cr. 
Because iN(Uj,j)IG] and T(U,r~~)=T(U,#)ifandonlyif y-$, 
the images 4”(T) of the different T E S$ are linearly independent over P, 
thus XT0 f  0 implies 
a contradiction, 
COROLLARY. Let P be arbitrary, U < G and let CY be a prime ideal in 
P[L4(Lr)]. Then #;fp[Wj = 9(U, “Y) _ es a p rime ideal in sZ,(G, A) and any 
prime ideal in SZ,(G, a) is of this fem. Especially Ke +!J~ is nilpotent for any P. 
Proof. We only have to prove that any prime ideal -9 in Q, (G, 4) is of 
the form S(U, Y) for some U < G and some prime ideal g in P[A(U)]. 
But by Theorem 1 I/J~ : Q(G, -4) + n,.,<o Z[A(U)] is injective and the 
latter ring is obviously finite over Z, thus finite over Q(G, A), so B is of 
the form #;‘(P) for some prime ideal .P’ L nICGG Z[L4(L7)]. But any prime 
ideal in a product of rings is just the preimage of a prime ideal of some factor 
under the projection, thus the Corollary for P = Z. 
The rest follows from the well known 
LEMMA. dssunae R, , R, and P are commutatizTe rings with identity aud 
#: R, - R, is a rinj homomorphism with nilpotent kernel, which makes R, to 
a$nite RI-algebra. Then the same holds for & = IdF 0 4: P @ R, 4 P @ R2 
and any pCme ideal in P @ R, is the preimage of a psime ideal in P @ R, . 
2.6 We add some remarks, which will not be needed in the sequel. 
At first we remark, that the number / N(U), j in (13) in the above proof 
depends only on T = T(U, g)), because T( U, p’) = T( U’, y’) implies 
u’ = gC%-1, p’ = i2(g)p, for some g E G (cf. 2.3, (3)) and then gN(Uj, g-i = 
N( U’),, , 1 LV( Uj, j = I N( U’),, I. We write zT for this number. 
In Q&G, LI) we may consider the basis F’ = (1z$T ! T E F>. For any 
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U < G and any T’ = 1z~‘T ~9’ we have I,L~,JT’) E Z[A(U)] C Q[A(U)], 
because for T say in FV the set TU is the disjoint union of the sets TV, 
where W runs through the set {V; U} of subgroups of G with U < IV and 
gVg-r = Wfor someg E G. For any WC {Y; U} the restriction ,4( W) --f a(U) 
defines a map H[A( W)] --j Z[A( U)] a d we have h(T) = CW+U~ &V(T) 1~ - 
But by (13) h@“) E nTZ[A( W)] for T E S$ = FV, thus #rt7( T’) E Z[A( TV)] 
and #u(T’) E iZ[A( U)]. 
Moreover the images of the different T’ = n;‘T with T E P& under & 
are by (13) just a basis of Z[d(U)IN(u) and are 0 under #V for any V < G 
which is not conjugate in G to a subgroup of U. 
Thus if 8 is a complete system of nonconjugate subgroups of G, an easy 
induction argument shows, that ncrS9 #t,T,q : Q&G, A) -+ nve9 Q[A( U)] 
maps 9’ onto a basis of nIcTE9 Z[;4( U)]N(U). But because I/’ = gCrg-l implies 
Q/Q,, = A(g) IJ~, thus Ke I,+ = Ke z/U) Theorem 1 implies, that 
is injective. Therefore: 
THEOREM 1’. (a) The Z-linear span of 3’ = (n;‘T / T E y”l> is a subring 
of Q,(G, A), naturally isonzoyphic to IlveCg Z[A( U)INfU) 
(b) For any ri?zg P with I// G / E P the map 
: Qp(G, A) -+ ug P[z4( U)IN@) 
is afz isonzovphism. 
(c) nIcTEp c,bLi : Q(G, A) + J-Jues Z[A( U)] maps D(G, A) isomorphi- 
tally on.to a szzblattzce of nIUEy H[A( U)]N’L.” of jilzite ifzdex &,- n, . 
Especially for a field K we have: nlrEP #U,K is injective, if and only if 
nTEF fzr f  0 in K, i.e. if and only if 1 G 1 f  0 in K, because nT j 1 G / for all 
TE9andnr=jG]forT=T({e},1). 
I f  one wants to avoid the choice of the set 9, one may as well observe, 
that G acts on &<c Z[A( U)], g E G mapping the factor Z[L4(U)] onto 
Z[L4(gUg-1)] with A(g). Then 4 = n U<G $kr : Q(G A) - I-b<G z[A( u)] 
maps Q(G, A) into (nLiGG Z[A( U)])” (=znuS9 Z[A( U)]N(U) by projection) 
and the linear span of S’ isomorphically onto (JJIligG HL;4( U)])” and again 
Qp(G, A) = (QG WW~I)G~ if j& EP- 
Thus in this case the structure of SZ,(G, A) is surprisingly simple. Or 
in other words, interesting results about the connection between the 
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ring-theoretic structure of Q,(G, A) and the group-theoretic structure 
of G can only be hoped for if l/i G / $ P, especially P = Z, P = Z, = 
{~zj~z E Q I (WL, p) = l> or P = [F, for p a prime dividing j G j. 
2.7 SVe finally want to indicate a more functional approach to the above 
results. So define G to be the “category of subgroups of G”, i.e. the objects 
in G are just the subgroups of G and for U, V < G me define Horn&U, I/) = 
(g E G 1 gpiUg c V> with the obvious composition 
Homo( U, I/) x Hom,( V, IV) -+ Horn&U, IV): g x lz rt g/f. 
Our G-module A defines a contravariant functor A on G, by assigning to 
any U < G the grouz(Be( U) = H1( U, A) and to any g E Horn&U, V) the 
composition: A( I’) ---+ A(g vg-1) -J%- A(U). Let F be an arbitrary 
contravariant functor on G into the category of abelian groups (or even just 
arbitrary semigroups). Then the set of pairs (U, y) with U < G, Q E F( U) 
is a semigroup S(F) too, if we define 
e E Homo( U n I’, U) and similar Z/J 1 cln r,. 
G acts on S(F): for g E G and ( U, cp) E S(F) we define g . ( U’, 93) = 
(gIl?gpl, F(g)?). Thus G acts also on the semigroupring Q(F) = Z[S(F)]. 
For F = z3 we have an obvious homomorphism Q(G, A) ---f Q(F) by 
mapping any (6, A)-set S onto the formal sum &ES (Gj , F~) which actually 
maps -Q(G, A) into -Q(F)G and is necessarily injective, because nonisomorphic 
(6, A)-sets have different images. 
For any pair (U, v) we define G w,~) = fg E G I g . (U d = (u, d>. Then 
the different elements of the form l/i Gc~,~) / CySG g . (CT, 9) are a basis of 
Q(F)“. Moreover if for any U < G and u E U < Hom,(U, U> the map 
F(u): F( Z:) + F( U) is the identity, then U < Gc,,,, for any v  EF( U) and 
the Z-linear span of the elements of the form l/i U ! CBEG g(U, y) is a subring 
Q(G, 3’) of Q(F)G, just the image of Q(G, A) in case F = A. 
On the other hand for any U ,< G we have a natural homomorphism 
z/J~, : -Q(F) ---f Z[F( U)] by sending (V, v) onto (U, q~ I[,) if U C Y and onto 
0 otherwise. By a simple induction-argument it is easily seen, that 
Jj $rr : Q(F) - n zrqq1 
lf<G U<G 
is an isomorphism. Moreover it is G-equivariant for the obvious action 
of G on I-fVGc Z j F(U)], thus we get the same results as before in a perhaps 
more conceptual way. 
In [l] Conlon constructed the ring SZ(G,F) for the special case, where 
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F = FK is the functor, which associates with any U ,( G the semigroup of 
isomorphism classes of R[U]-modules under OR , R any commutative ring 
with identity. 
It may be also interesting to consider Q(G, F) for F( U) = Hi( U, A), A some 
G-module, i fixed, or F( 77) = C,(U) = {g E G 1 gzl = ug for all II E U}. 
3. PRIME IDEALS IN Q(G, A) 
3.1. By the corollary in 2.5 any prime ideal in .QK(G, A), K some field 
of arbitrary characteristic p, comes from a prime ideal in K[A( U)] for some 
U < G. Therefore to study prime ideals in Q&G, A), we first recall some 
facts on prime ideals in abelian group rings. 
So let B be a finite abelian group with a multiplicatively written composi- 
tion (=A( U) in the following applications) and assume K to be big enough 
with respect to B, i.e. containing all 1(6>ltt1 roots of unity for all K-regular 
bEB.B 
Then one knows: There is natural l-l-correspondence between the three 
sets: Hom(B, Kx), Hom,(K[B], K) and Spec(K[B]), where the map 
is given by 
Hom(B, Kx) + Hom,(K[B], K) : Q- + T* 
((7, 6) the value of T at b) and the map Hom,(K[B], K) + Spec(K[B]) 
just by mapping any K-homomorphism K[B] + K onto its kernel. 
Moreover if B is K-regular, then K[B] is semisimple and 
I-I T*: K[B]+nK 
TEHom(B,KX) 
is an isomorphism. 
For later use let us deduce the following 
LEMMA 1. Assume a filzite group N(=N( U) in case B = A(U)) acts 
on B (so it acts olz Hom(B, Kx) too). 
(i) I f  r E Hom(B, Kx), thenxnsnr (7, nb) = 0 for all b E B if and only 
if 712 = 7 for some n E N of order p. 
3 If  char K = p, a group N is called K-regular, if (I H 1,~) = 1, i.e. l/i H 1 E K. 
An element h E His K-regular, if <I$) is. 
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(ii) I f  T, T’ E Hom(B, KX) and xnaN (7, nb) = CnsN (T’, nb) for all 
b E B, -but EnEN (7, nb> rf 0 for at least one b E B, then 7’ = 7n for some 
nEN. 
Proof= Write AK or just i? for Hom(B, Kx) (of course if p 1 j B / this is 
not the dual of B, but rather the K-regular dual of B). 
For any b E B we have a natural K-homomorphism en(b): k’[B] + K, in- 
duced by the evaluation of 7 E B at b. By duality of finite abelian groups and by 
the foregoing remarks the product homomorphism l&s m(b): K[B] -+ nbsB K 
is injective. But ev(b)(xnEN in) = CnEN <in, b) = CNEX (7, nb). Therefore 
the assumptions in the lemma imply: LEN ril = 0, resp. ‘&,v m = 
C??EN ~‘n+ 0 in K[B]. This easily gives the wanted result, using the fact 
that the different in, ~‘n(n E IV) are linearly independent in I@]. 
3.2. Kow take G and d as above and assume K to be big enough with 
respect to all a(U), U < G. We have Spec K[tl(U)] = -d(U) with d(U) = 
A,(U) = Hom(A( U), Kx). We write SK---or just I in the next three sections 
-for the set of pairs ((U, T) / U < G, 7 E a(U)}. For any (U, C-) E X we have 
a map v%,~ = G- . Q&G, A) -+ K with kernel P(U, r), where z&(S) = 
CjeSu (7, ~~ 1 u>, and by the corollary in 2.5 any prime ideal in QK(G, A) is 
of this form. We write (U, T) ,- (u’, T’), if g( U, T) = @(U, 7’). The purpose 
of this section is to give a detailed description of this equivalence relation. 
We first have to introduce some more notations. For U, V < G and 
U CgVg-l(g~ G) YE, have a mayksA(g): A(V)+ A(U), defined by the 
composition A(V) - A(gVg-1) - a(U), thus we have an induced map 
a(g): a(U) + a( 1’) with (T&g), vj = (7, A(g)?) for 7 E a(U), 40 E 4(V). 
For g = e: U c l7 we write also T IV or T lAcI,) instead of off, T E &,U). 
Again for g = u E U the map a(,): A(U) + d(U) is the identity, thus 
N(U) = Nc( U)l c acts on a(U) as well as on A(U) and we have (7, A(n)v> = 
(T/i(n), 9) for 7 E A (^ U), CJI E A(U), -n E N(U). 
Now for (U, T), (U’, 7’) E 9” write (U, T) 5” (U’, T’) if there exists g E G 
with 
(i) L’;‘cP gu’g-1, i.e. U is normal in gU’g-l andgU’g-l/Uis ap-group. 
(ii) gu’g-l/ U C N(U) fixes T E A(U). 
(iii) Tif(g) = 7’. 
I f  this is true for g = e, we also write (U, T) gp (U’, 7’). 
We write Hom,(( U, T), (u’? 7.‘)) for the set of such g E G. 
SP defines a semi ordering CP<l” on %” with (U, T) SDS” (U’, T’) gpsp NN 
(U, T) if and only if (U, T) and (U’, 7’) are G-conjugate, i.e. there exists g E G 
with U = gu’g-l and ,1(g) = 7’. The main result of this section is that - 
is the finest equivalence relation on 5?‘, containing gp. Or, if we define 
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(U, 7), (U’, T’) E d to be g p-connected in 9, if they are in the same connected 
component of the graph, associated with SD, we have the 
THEOREM 2. P( U, r) = 9( U’, 7’) for (U, T), (U’, T’) E % if and only if 
(U, T) and (u’, T’) are s p-connected in 9. 
3.3 Proof. Because t& and z,& are both K-homomorphisms onto K, 
we have 
I&+=~~0 (U, T) = (u’, 7’). 
For the proof it will be obviously enough to show: 
(i) (U, T) s 2, (U’, 7’) ti (U, T) - (U’, 7’) 
(ii) I f  (U, 7) N (u’, 7’) and both (U, T) and (u’, T’) are maximal with 
respect to s “_a P, then (U, T) and (U’, 7’) are G-conjugate. 
(i) is a straightforward computation. 
Because it is obviously true if (U, T) and (U’, T’) are G-conjugate, we may 
assume (U, 7) ap (U’, 7’). Then we have for a (G, J-set S: 
But SW’ _C S” and because U g P u’ the set SW is U’-stable and SW - SW’ 
is a disjoint union of U’-orbits U’S of length a p-power f  1. Moreover for 
s’=zJ.sEU’-SCSU~~~~~~ 
because u’ acts trivial on T by our assumptions. Thus for any such orbit 
U’S _C Smu we have 
because 1 U’X j = 0 in K. Thus &, = &. 
(ii) At first let us remark that (U, T) E X is maximal with respect to 
a “4 p, if and only if the subgroup N(U), of N(U), which fixes 7, contains NN 
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no element of order p. One direction is clear by the definition of 9 B. On 
the other hand, U’/ U < No(U)/ U fi xes 7 and is of order p, then (U, T) g p 
(U’, 7’) with T’ = r jatu,) . 
Now for q~ E d(U) and T = T(U, p) we have by (13) in 2.5: 
Thus the lemma in 3.2 implies that (U, T) is maximal with respect to u pa P, if 
and only if there exists 91 E A(U) with &(T) f 0 for T = T(U, 9): - 
So assume z&(T) r;t 0, &(T') f  0 with T = T(U,9), T'= T(U', y') 
for some v  E A(U), 91' E A( Ur). 
But then (U, 7) N ( U’, T’) implies z,FJ T @A T') f 0 f t&i,< T 0, T') and 
thus by the definition of & resp #‘II, : (T aA T')" = TU x T'" # 0, 
(T @A T')"' = P’ x F”” # D, especially T’r’ = (G/U)” # a, TU’ = 
(G/U)"' 1 EI ) which obviously implies that U is conjugate to U’: so w.1.o.g. 
U = U'. But now 
for all ‘p E A(U) and f  0 for at least one IJJ, thus by the second part of the 
lemma: 7 = d(n)r’ for some n E N(U), i.e. (U, T) and (u’, 7’) are G-conjugate. 
Remark. The first part of the proof of (ii) can be considered as a generaliza- 
tion of the old fashioned proof of the Sylow theorems, once the existence of 
elements of order p in a group G with p 1 j G j is established (this has been 
used in the first part of the Lemma in 3.2): 
Consider the case A = (1). Then obviously any element in 3, gP-connected 
with ({e}, 1) is of the form (U, 1) with U a p-subgroup. Moreover (77, 1) is 
maximal, if and only if (p, (G : U)) = 1: if (p, (G : U)) = 1, then a fortiorh 
(p, j N( U)l) = 1, thus (U, 1) is maximal. On the other hand, if U is maximal, 
then by the first remarks in the proof of (ii): 0 f  &(G/U) = Jit,!(G/U) = 
j G/U j in K and char K = p. (More directly: for a p-group U < G we have 
(N,(U): U) = 1 (G/U)a / = 1 G/U 1 modp, thenp /(G: U)+p I(N,(U): U)). 
Thus there exist always p-Sylow subgroups, any p-subgroup is contained 
in a p-Sylow subgroup and moreover because any two maximal elements 
(U, 1) and (U’, 1) are G-conjugate by (ii), any two p-Sylow subgroups is’, 
U’ are conjugate. And of course the idea of the proof to consider T @A T’ 
is just a version of considering double cosets. 
There is also a close relation to the fact that all vertices of a indecomposable 
KG-module are conjugate (cf. [2 Sec. 651). 
3.4. We supplement our result by some remarks on the 5 “-connected 
components in 3. 
4SI/I8/1-IO 
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Write %t^p, resp %%e for the set of maximal, resp. minimal elements in g. 
For U < G write lJcP) for fivdsr, V, i.e: for the unique minimal subgroup 
V of U w-ith Van U. Uts) is obviously characteristic in U. 
We claim 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) (U, T) E Xt^ , -0 U = UcD) . 
(ii) (U,~)EX,,,(U’,T’)N(U,~)~(U,~)~~(C~’,T’). 
This implies the 
COROLLARY 1. Two minimal (as well as tz~o maximal) elements in 3 define 
the same prime ideal in L?,(G, A) if and only if they are G-conjugate. 
COROLLARY 2. If  (U, T) E EQ and U’/ U is a p-Sylow subgroup of N(U), , 
thelz (U, T) aP (U’, 7 [ “,) E 59’ and for any (u”, 7”) N (U, T) there exists 
g E G with U a gU”g-l < U’ and 7” = T&g). 
For the proof of the proposition we need the 
LEMM 2. If  U Q V then the restriction map A(U) + a(V) de&es an 
isomorphism A( U)v C+ a(V). 
Proof. I f  B < A is the maximal p-regular subgroup of A, then B = a, 
thus w.l.o.g.(p 1 1 A 1) = 1. The action of V on A(U) factors over V/U and 
because now (I V/U/, 1 A(U)/) = 1 we have A(U) = A(U)v @A(U),, 
where A(U), is just the subgroup of A(U), generated the differences of 
V-conjugate elements in U, i.e. T : A(U) + KX is V-invariant, if and only if 
-r(A(U),) = 1. Thus &U)v, Hom(A(U)V, Kx) and it is enough to prove 
that A(V) + A( U)v is an isomorphism. But by Hochschild-Serre (cf. [6]) 
this map is imbedded into an exact sequence 
HI(V/U, Au)-+ Hl(V, A)+ H1(U, A)“-+ H2(V/U, AU) 
and because (1 V/U 1, ] Au I) = 1 we have H’:( V/ U, AU) = 0. (Of course in 
our special case, there is also a more direct proof for the above isomorphism 
available, cf. for instance [S, p. 4061.) 
We now define for any (U, T) E X an element (U, 7)~~) E SD : We have 
UtP, 4” U, thus by Lemma 2 there exists one and only one element 
w E hud” with T(a) I u = T, we set (U, 7)~~) = (UC,, , q9)). We have 
obviously (U, 7)~~) 9’ (U, T) and (U, 7)~~) E X9 because Ucs) has no nontrivial 
p-factor group. Thus (U, T) E %, o (U, T) = (U, T)(o) , which proves the 
first part of the proposition. 
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We now prove: 
(iii) I f  (U, T) 9 P (U’, 7’) and g E Hom,((U, T), (U’, T’)), then 
au> 4d = !cr’7 4(P) 7 
i.e. Ucnj = gU;,,g-l and TcDjA^(g) = T;,, , thus if (U, 7) and (VI, 7’) are- 
g “-connected, (U, T)(~) and (U’, T’)(~) are G-conjugate which together with 
the Theorem 2. in 3.2 implies easily the second statement in the proposition. 
But (iii) is obviously true, if (G, T) and (U’, 7’) are G-conjugate, so we may 
assume (U, T) ap (U’, 7’) and we then have to prove (CT, I)(~) = (U, T’)(~) . 
But 0’4” U’ obviously implies Ucp) = U;,, and because 7iPJ E LJ(Ufr,))Lr’ Cs 
4 o;,,Y it is enough to prove that T;,, It,, = 7. But T;~) lir E /&U)c’, 
T E A( U)n’ and T;~, IL, IL,’ = T’ = 7 IL.’ . Thus by Lemma 2 Tip) IL’ = T and. 
then Tip) = 7cgj . 
3.5. We now want to describe the prime ideals in 1(2,(G, A) for a “big 
enough” ring P, where now “big enough” means that there exists a (fixed) 
ring homomorphism Z(t;) -+ P with 5 a dth root of unity, exp(a(U))l d for all 
U < 6. If  P is a field, this is equivalent to the definition in 3.3. Of course 
the most interesting case is P = Z[[] itself. 
We first have to sharpen our notation slightly: We now define 
A(U) = Hom(-q(U), it>), 
so this is indeed the dual of A(U). 
And we write 3 for the set of pairs ((U, T) ! U < G, r E 8(U)). The 
corresponding objects, considered in 3.1 - 3.4, mill now only be written with 
the subscript K: AK(U), .ZK . 
Any homomorphism p : P - K from P into some field K defines by 
composition a map (5) --f Z![LJX -+ PX -+ K" and thus a map 
which is epimorphic by the elementary theory of the roots of unity and has as 
kernel the p-Sylow subgroup A(U), of -4(U) with p = char K. 
,Z induces a map 
which of course is also epimorphic. For (U, T), (U', 7’) c 2’ me write now 
(u,T)4”(~,7’), resp. (u,T)~p(U’,~‘), reSp. (Lr,i,j z((uI,T’j, if 
(‘% p”(T)> 4” (u’, p (^T’>)> reSp. (u, 8(T)) gzi (v, $(T’)), resp. (bT, F(T)) - 
(i-7, j(T)). It is easy to see that this indeed depends only on p = char K, not 
on p itself. 
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For any triple (U, 7, p)( U < G, 7 E A(U), p : P - K) we have a commuta- 
tive diagram: 
(14) 
The commutativity of (14) implies that the kernel of the composition 
%,P : Q,,(G, A) + K depends only on g = ker p, not on p itself. We 
write 9( U, 7, %) for this kernel and have 
THEOREM 3. (i) Any prime ideal ilt .!2,(G, A) is of the form 9( lJ, T, g) 
for some U < G, T E A-(U) and pri?pze ideal Y in P. 
(ii) Y( U, 7,nJ) = 9( u’, T’, 9”) if and only if W = W and (U, T) z 
(U’, T’) with p = char P/CV. 
Proof. (i) is an easy consequence of the Corollary to Theorem 1 in 2.5, 
the fact that any prime ideal in P[A(U)] can be obtained as the kernel of 
some homomorphism p . T* : P[A( U)] -+ K for some p and r and the com- 
mutativity of the diagram ( 141. 
(ii) Because 
cv = Pn@(U,?-,q (15) 
obviously P( U, 7, CSY) = 9( U, r, W) implies SY = SY’. The rest follows from 
Theorem 2 in 3.2. 
COROLLARY 1. cq u, 7, q I =P( u’, T’, W) e CV 1 W a?zd 9( U, T, CY) = 
L?( u’, r’, g)(i.e. (U, T) r?: (U’, 7’) with p = char P/S’). 
In particular UC,) and lJip, are G-conjugate, whenever y( u’, T’, w) c 
.T?( U, 7, 3) for some prinze ideals OW, SY with p = char P/J. 
Proof. ?Y > ?V and (U, T) ,-% (u’, 7’) obviously implies 
g( u, 7, g) = y( u’, T’, g) r, g( u’, T’, 6?f), 
On the other hand by (14) .A?:( u’, T’, W) is the preimage of JW under the 
epimorphic map: Q,(G, A) W ---M P. Thus any prime ideal in JZ,(G, A) 
containing i?‘( u’, 7 ‘, “W) is the preimage of some prime ideal ??J” 2 oYf under 
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this map, i.e. is of the form 9( U’, T’, W’) for some W’ 2 9’. But ?p( U, T, 8’) = 
qu’, 7 ‘, W’) implies Y = 3” 3_ W and (U, r) ,-% (U’, r’) with p = char 
P/Y by Theorem 3. 
The last statement follows from Proposition 2 in 3.4. 
For the next Corollary we need the 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring and g, W E Spec R. % and 9”’ 
are arcwise connected, it there exists a string of p~.me ;-leak 2J1 , %‘a ,..., 
?V/n E Spec R with g = ??Jr 1 JY2 c ga 2 ... ?Ylnel C ?Y7/, = Y/‘. We write then 
(Y “2 ~3’. Spec R is arcwise connected if OY “2 W for all 3, 9” E Spec R. 
(If R is noetherian or-more general-has only finitely many minimal prime 
ideals, this is equivalent with the connectedness in the Zariski topology.) 
COROLLARY 2. Assume Spec P to be avxwise connected (e.g, P = Z[iJ) and 
dejine ‘in = rp = (p / ppvivne number with pP # P). Assuvne that all group 
d(U)(U < G) aye r-groups. For any U < G define U, to be the vvzinivnal 
normal subgroup V a U with U/V a solvable n-group (Obviously UC,, is 
char.actevistic in U.) 
Then the connected components in Spec Q,(G, A) aye all arewise connected 
avvd me haze g”( LT, 7, %) “2 g’( U’, r’, W) if and only if Uc3, and U;,, are 
G-covljugate. 
Proof. By Corollary 1 Yi( U, r, g) 2 .“P( u’, T’, %‘) implies that UtDj and 
CT;,, are G-conjugate for p = char P/g E r, thus I;;(,, = (U,,,),Wj and 
u;,, = (U;,,),,j are G-conjugate. 
By an easy induction argument this imples: 
9( U, 7, Y) ‘2 8( u’, r’, W) + Ul,,, and U;,, are G-conjugate. 
On the other hand the assumption on Spec P implies 9(U, 7,“Y) “2 
Yp( U, 7, W) for all g/, OW C P. 
Because A(U) is a r-group, we have a(U) = @,,, A(U), , thus for any 
T E A(C) we can find a string of elements r = 7 2’ 72 ,..., 7,+1 = E (the 
neutral element) in d(U) with 7i = T~+~ mod A(U),. for some pi E 
r(i = l;..., n) and prime ideals gIy, ,..., J@Y,, C P with pi = ciar P!“Y, I 
But then 
= qu, Ts , GY2) “2 qu, E, sf& 
i.e. g’( .Qi, 7, “2) “k 9( U, 7’) W) for all i-, 7’ E A(U), Y”, 6!! C P. 
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Finally we can find a string of subgroups U, , U, ,..., U,,, , prime numbers 
P 1 ,.-VT p, ET and prime ideals CYr ,..., C?Jm C P with 
U = lJ, D” U, I>“’ U, [)P3 .‘. Df’n u,,, = Uclr, - 
and pi = char P/3Zi(i = l,..., n). Thus 
and so 9( U, 7, “Y) “2 P( u’, T’, ‘Y’) whenever UC,) and U;,, are G-conjugate. 
To prove that the connected components in Spec(QP(G, A)) are all arcwise 
connected, it is enough to prove that the arcwise connected components are 
open in Spec(SZ,(G, A)). 
But for P = Z[t;] this is trivial, because &&G, A) is noetherian, even 
finite over H. And for an arbitrary P the map H(t) -+ P induces a map 
SpecQdG, 4-SpecQdG 4 and it is easily seen that the arcwise 
connected component in Spec QP(G, A) associated with some U < G 
with U = UcT, is just the preimage of the corresponding component in 
Spec J&&G, A), thus it is open as the preimage of an open set under a 
continuous map. 
Remark. The assumption that all groups A(U) are n-groups is not essen- 
tial: using the idea of the proof of Lemma 2 in 3.4 one can find for any 
(U, T) E X a unique element (U, 7)~~) = (U(,) ,T(*)) E X with 
is U-invariant and 7~~) I.A(rr) = T mod(&,En A(U),); and one can then prove 
in the general case: 9( U, 7, “3) “2 P( U’, T’, CV’) G (U, 7)~~) and (U’, T’)G) 
are G-conjugate. 
COROLLARI' 3. The numbs of connected components in Spec(QP(G, A)) 
(i.e. the number of primitive idempotents in Q,(G, A)) equals under the assump- 
tions of Corollary 2 the number of G-conjugacy classes of subgroups U < G 
with UC,, = U. 
In particular Spec(QP(G, A)) is connected if and only if G is a solwable 
7rp-group. 
COROLLARY 4. If  P is a local qing with residue class characteristic p and if 
all A( U)( U < G) are p-groups, then sZ,(G, A) is a direct product of as many 
local rings, as there are G-conjugacy classes of subgroups U < G with UcB) = U. 
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(Withont the assumption on A(U) one can still prove that B,(G, A) is a direct 
product of local rings, now as many as there ale G-corzjzlgnc)l classes of pairs 
(U, T) with G = U(p) and T E @Q+D A(U), .) 
In particular, Qp(G, A) is a local ring ;f and only if G is a p-group. 
Proof. I f  nr is the maximal ideal in P then the maximal ideals in O,(G, d) 
are exactly those of the form .P( U, T, WZ)(U < 6, r E A( UT)). Because 
A(U) = A(U), we can assume r = E and we may also assume U = U,, = 
Thus the number of maximal ideals in QP(G, A) is smaller or equal to the 
number of connected components in Spec ,QP(G, Aj, i.e. the number of 
G-conjugacy classes of subgroups U < G with Ucn) = U, thus it is equal 
(because any connected component contains at least one maximal ideal) and 
the direct factors of QP(G, 3) corresponding to the connected components 
of Spec(Q,(G, A)) contain exactly one maximal ideal, i.e. are local. 
Remark. For the results in the last corollaries the assumption that P is 
big enough is not essential: I f  6%’ is the Calois group of 16n(QQ, then Z[f;] is 
L&stable and (2 acts on Q,t,,(G, A) (by ac m on the coefficients) such that t’ g 
Q,(G -4) = QzdG 4 OL. Therefore two prime ideals P( U, 7, “2) and 
9ylY, 7’) W) in QzIrl(G, A) h ave the same intersection with !2(G, A) if 
and only if there exists an 01 E oil with a(.?( U, r, 2’)) = 5D(U‘, r’, 9‘;/‘). To 
compute a(P’(U, r, g)) we observe that lpd acts on A(U) = Hom(A( U), 
(Cj), because (0 C Q(s) is C&stable and it is then easy to see that 
so S(U, T-, g) n !2(G, A) = g(U’, T’, W) n Q(G, A) still implies 
?P n Z = W n Z and Uts) G-conjugate to U;,, for p - char Z,KY n Z. 
(Similar for arbitrary P and P[<] = P On Z[IJ.) 
This implies for instance 
COROLLARY 3’. Spec(Q(G, A)) is connected if and only if G is solvable. 
3.6. We finally discuss the case, where A is cyclic, thus w.1.o.g. 
A 2 Cx, and U < G a subgroup, which acts trivial on A. 
Then A(U) = Hom( U, A), A(U) = Hom(A( U), (6)) = Hom(A(U), A), 
thus by duality there is an epimorphic map 
ev : U+ A(U), 24 - f%(u) 
where ev(u) : A(U) + A is the evaluation at u : v  -+ P)(zL). 
For u E U we write also P( U, u, “Y) instead of P( U, ev(u), ?I). 
Especially if G acts trivial on A, any prime ideal in Qp(G, A) is of the form 
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P( U, u, Jy) for some U < G, u E U and CV 2 P and any homomorphism 
Q(G, -4) -+ @ is of the form 
(16) 
where qoi : U--f A is the uniquely determined homomorphism with us = 
yz(u)s for all u E U(s E S). 
In the later applications it will be necessary to determine all subgroups 
V < G for which there exists a 7 E a(V) and a prime ideal 3’ C P with 
q u, u, ?Y) = 8( v, 7, q. 
For this purpose we observe first that for any g E G there exists a number 
i = i(g) E Z well defined modulo d = j A 1 with ug = ui for all a E A. 
We state 
LEMMA 3. If p is a prime number, u E U, g E iVG( U), then g jkes ev(u) 
mod a(U), if and only if 
g-rug s ui(g) mod Cl’ with U’ = [U, U] . U, . (zud 1 w E U>. 
Proof. u’ is exactly the kernel of the map 
a 
U&A(U)- 4 u>M u>, . 
But g E NG(U) acts on A(U) by sending v  : U-+ A onto 
cy : U -+ A : u H V(gug-l)g = q((gug-r)i’g’), 
thus ev(u) = gev(u) mod A (^ U), if and only if p((gug-l)i(g)) = q(u) mod A, 
for all v  E Hom( U, A) and by duality this is equivalent to 
g-hg = G(g) mod u’. 
This Lemma will be needed in the proof of the Berman-Witt Induction 
Theorem and similar theorems for modular and integral representations. 
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